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PART I 
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GENERAL 
Chairman of the Authority: 
P. J. LIDDELL, Esq., D.S.C., M.A., F.Z.S. 
Vice-Chairman: 
*J. R. SLACK, Esq. 
+G. N. F. WINGATE, Esq., O.B.E., D.L. 
Members of the Authority: 
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COMMITTEES 
FINANCE AND GENERAL PURPOSES COMMITTEE 
The Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Authority and the Chairman of the 
Finance and General Purposes Committee (ex-officio). 
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LAND DRAINAGE COMMITTEE 
The Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Authority and the Chairman of the 
Finance and General Purposes Committee (ex-officio). 
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POLLUTION COMMITTEE 
PART II 
PARTICULARS OF STAFF 
(as at 31st March, 1971) 
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PART III 
WATER RESOURCES 
Section 1—-General Review. 
During the year the Authority published its first "Periodical Survey" of water 
resources and demands in accordance with the requirements of Secton 14 of the 
Water Resources Act, 1963. The Survey includes proposals for action to be taken 
in connection with the development of water resources, but decisions on long-term 
strategy must await the outcome of current feasibility studies of projects listed in 
the Water Resources Board report "Water Resources in the North". The Autho-
rity has taken an active part in these investigations throughout the year, but at the 
same time has taken steps to ensure as far as possible the availability of water 
when and where required during the current decade. 
The Cumberland River Authority Act which received Royal Assent at the erd 
of the year authorises the construction and operation of conservation works at 
Bassenthwaite Lake which by regulation of the River Derwent will provide water 
for West Cumberland as well as improving conditions in the river at times of low 
natural flow. This, however, is a temporary scheme which must be superseded by 
1981. Subject to the findings of the current feasibility studies it appears that 
storage for the regulation of the flow of the River Derwent in the long term will 
be provided either in a new reservoir on the River Marron or in the existing 
Thirlmere reservoir. Other local sources which can be developed to provide 
additional water in advance of decisions on long-term strategy are Ennerdale 
Water and the Triassic Sandstone of South-West Cumberland. Agreement has 
been reached with the South Cumberland Water Board regarding a variation of 
the licence conditions which will permit increased supplies to be taken from 
Ennerdale subject to an improved compensation water discharge being made to 
the River Ehen, and other specified conditions. The potential yield of the Triassic 
Sandstone aquifer is currently being investigated by the Authority. The first stage 
of the investigation was completed during the year and proposals for the second 
stage were agreed with the Water Resources Board who are contributing towards 
the cost. 
The schemes and investigations referred to above are all in West or South-
west Cumberland because these are the areas where it is anticipated that the 
demand for water could exceed the reliable yield of the existing sources of supply 
in the near future. The Cumberland River Authority area has abundant water 
resources and in principle there would be little difficulty in meeting any reasonable 
demands for water which may arise, but the lakes and rivers of the area have 
a particularly high amenity value and extreme care is required in the design 
and construction of any conservation works. The Authority firmly believes how-
ever that it is possible to provide for water conservation in a way which will 
enhance rather than detract from the amenity of the area. 
Section 2—Periodical Surveys 
The Authority's first Periodical Survey which was published during the Autumn 
of 1970 covers the following matters:— 
(i) a survey of the water resources of the area of the Authority and the 
existing demands for water therein. 
(ii) an estimate of future demands with particular reference to the years 
1971, 1981 and 2001, and 
(iii) the Authority's proposals for action towards the implementation of the 
duties laid upon it by Section 4 of the Act insofar as appeared to be 
necessary at the date of the report. 
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The, Survey briefly describes the topography, climate and geology of the 
area and gives details of available hydrological records. Sources of water supply 
are listed and existing water use is described. After discussing future requirements 
for water the survey examines the scope for re-development of existing resources 
and the resulting table of demands and resources is summarised below. For this 
purpose the Authority's area is considered in two parts 'West' comprising Hydro-
metric Areas 74c and 75—(West Cumberland) and 'East' being Hydrometric 
Areas 76 and 77c (River Eden and Border rivers). 
Area and Estimated Demand Authorised Net 
Classification 1971 1981 2001 Resources Requirements 
*These are margins which the survey recommends should be available to meet 
the needs of possible new industries. 
The units in the above Table are million gallons per day. 
The above table refers only to demands arising within the Cumberland River 
Authority area. In addition water is "exported" to the south by the Manchester 
Corporation pipelines from Thirlmere and Haweswater. The reliable yields of 
these two reservoirs are currently 36 and 66 mgd. respectively, and the total yield 
will be increased by some 22 mgd. on completion of the Ullswater works. The 
amount of water transferred to areas south of the Authority's area could increase 
in the future and the Survey notes that feasibility studies are in progress. 
Regarding future sources of supply which could be developed to meet in-
creasing demand within the Authority's area, the Survey includes a schedule of 
potential reservoir sites and recommends the following sources for investigation 
and development as required:— 
Area "West"—Short-term 
1. Augmentation of River Derwent for area of West Cumberland Water 
Board:— Bassenthwaite Temporary Scheme. 
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2. Developments for South Cumberland Water Board area:— 
(i) Increased abstraction from Ennerdale. 
(ii) Underground storage in the Triassic Sandstones. 
(iii) If necessary further aquifer investigations or participation in Bassen-
thwaite Temporary Scheme. 
Area "West"—Long-term 
3. Regulation of River Derwent from a reservoir on the River Marron 
OR 
4. Regulation of River Derwent from storage in the existing Thirlmere 
Reservoir. 
5. Other investigations in connection with a possible industrial requirement. 
Area "East" 
6. Regulation of the River Eden as necessary for supplies to the Carlisle 
area. 
7. Investigation of aquifer storage in the Carlisle area. 
The Survey also discusses the "In-Situ" requirements of the rivers and the 
problems which have arisen (a) as a result of relatively low compensation-water 
discharges from existing reservoirs and (b) in consequence of existing abstractions 
from some rivers which are large in relation to the low flows of the rivers 
concerned. 
Section 3—Hydrometric Schemes, 
(a) River Flows 
The above stations are velocity-area measuring stations registering river water 
level by means of autographic and punched tape recorders. They rely on river 
characteristics and in a few cases artificial gabion controls for stability. 
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(b) Lake Levels. 
(d) Flood Warning 
The Carlisle Flood Warning Scheme was completed during the year by the 
upgrading of the automatic recording rainfall stations at Barras Station and Scale 
Beck Farm to Warning/Interrogation status. 
The instrumentation of the Scheme installed by the Authority with grant-aid 
from the Department of the Environment and the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food was as follows:— 
The flood-forecasting procedures can be initiated either by the receipt of a 
heavy rainfall warning from the Meteorological Office or by the operation of one 
of the rainfall warning or water level alarm instruments situated in the headwaters 
of the River Eden. Information is then obtained from the automatic instruments 
by telephone at regular intervals to enable a forecast of peak levels at Appleby 
and Carlisle to be prepared. If the forecast indicates that flooding is likely, 
details will be passed to the Cumbria Police who are responsible for disseminating 
the information to the public in the areas likely to be affected. 
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The above stations all have autographic recorders and in the case of Derwent-
water and Bassenthwaite punched tape recorders are also installed. In addition, 
Lake or Reservoir water level records are kept by the relevant Water Undertakers 
in respect of the following sources of supply:— 
Ennerdale, Crummock Water, Thirlmere, Ullswater, 
and copies of these records are supplied to the Authority. 
Section 4—Investigation of Water in Underground Strata. 
Groundwater Exploration of the Triassic Sandstones of South West Cumberland 
The purpose of this investigation is to determine, the potential yield of the 
St. Bees Sandstones and the feasibility of using the aquifer storage conjunctively 
with the surface sources in the area. The Contract for the first stage of the 
investigation which included the drilling of seven observation boreholes and the 
drilling and test-pumping of six larger diameter boreholes, was completed during 
the year. These boreholes were located in the Haile—Calder Valley area south-east 
of Egremont. 
Practically no water was encountered in the fine-grained and solid sandstone 
in the northern part of the area but good yields were obtained in fractured rock 
associated with geological faults in the Calder Valley. The Water Resources 
Board made a contribution of approximately forty per cent of the cost of the 
work and the Board have advised the Authority that an extension of the investiga-
tion would be worthwhile. Details of the further work to be carried out during 
1971 and 1972 have been agreed with the Board. 
The cost of the first stage of the investigation was some £31,800 and the 
estimated cost of the second stage is £45,000. 
It is hoped that a resource with a total yield of the order of 5 mgd. will be 
indicated. 
Section 5—Minimum Acceptable Flows. 
The Authority has not submitted any draft statement under Section 19 of 
the Water Resources Act, 1963. 
Section 6—Research and Experimental Work. 
The experimental work at Coalburn in the upper Irthing Catchment in 
conjunction with the Institute of Hydrology has continued and the basic informa-
tion relating to the area is becoming established. The Forestry Commission 
drainage operations are due to commence in 1972, and trees will be planted later. 
The continuous records obtained will facilitate a study of the changing hydro-
logical characteristics of the area during the full afforestation cycle. 
At the same time comparative studies of the catch of standard meteorological 
rain gauges and those installed at ground level are being carried out and results 
are proving of interest. 
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Section 7—Licences 
(a) Abstraction Licences 
Summary of Licences granted and licences revoked or lapsed during the year. 
All quantities are stated in thousands of gallons:— 
Section 8—Conservations Works 
(a) Bassenthwaite Temporary Scheme. 
At the beginning of the year the Cumberland River Authority Bill was in 
Parliament, with two Petitions lodged against it, but following discussions with 
the parties concerned the Bill was amended and the Petitions were withdrawn. 
The progress of the Bill was delayed by the 1970 General Election and the Royal 
Assent was received on the 30th March, 1971. The works authorised by the 
Cumberland River Authority Act, 1971 will provide a limited control of the lake 
level, and means of pumping water from the lake into the River Derwent so as to 
augment the low natural flows in the river. The works will consist of a low weir 
at the outlet of the lake, with a crest level six inches above the lowest recorded 
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lake level, and a pumping station which will draw water from the lake on the 
upstream side of the weir and discharge it from the crest of the weir so as to flow 
down the river. The lake level must not be lowered more than eighteen inches 
below its lowest natural level. The scheme has been designed to provide a main-
tained flow of 62 mgd. at the Camerton gauging station which will allow an extra 
15 mgd. to be abstracted for supply Whilst at the same time increasing the minimum 
residual flow downstream of the Yearl Weir from 6.5 mgd. to 19.5 mgd. A 
residual flow of 6.5 mgd. could occur under present conditions if water was 
abstracted at the maximum authorised rate of 27.5 mgd. during a drought similar 
to that of May—June, 1970 when the minimum recorded flow at Camerton was 
34 mgd. These powers to regulate the flow of the River Derwent expire on the 
31st December, 1980 and the Bassenthwaite weir must be removed during the 
following six months. Decisions regarding a permanent source of storage for the 
regulation of the River Derwent must therefore be taken as soon as possible after 
the completion of the present feasibility study for the use of Thirlmere for this 
purpose. 
(b) Water Resources in the North 
Since the publication of the Water Resources Board report "Water Resources 
in the North" early in 1970, the Chairmen of the Board and of the six northern 
River Authorities have met in Committee on several occasions in order to initiate 
and control the implementation of the recommendations of that Report regarding 
further investigations. The investigations are being carried out under the general 
supervision of several Working Groups of officials from the Board and the Autho-
rities whose activities are co-ordinated by an Officers' Steering Group. This 
Authority is particularly concerned with the possible use of storage in the existing 
Thirlmere Reservoir for the regulation of the River Derwent, the feasibility of a 
tidal sluice at Workington, and the possibility of enlarging the Haweswater Reser-
voir to provide storage for regulation of the River Lune. The Authority's Con-
sulting Engineers for the Bassenthwaite Scheme have been engaged on the Thirl-
mere investigation, and the Authority's staff have carried out detailed hydrological 
investigations in connection with the investigations, with particular reference to 
the possibility of replenishing an enlarged Haweswater by pumping from the 
River Eden. Manchester Corporaton and their Consultants are responsible for 
other aspects of these investigations which are programmed for completion in the 
Autumn of 1971. 
(c) Inter River Authority Transfers 
In addition to the existing transfer of water to the areas of the Lancashire 
and Mersey and Weaver River Authority areas via the Manchester Corporation 
aqueducts from Thirlmere and Haweswater, and the possible additional transfer 
being investigated in the context of "Water Resources in the North", there is the 
possibility of transferring water eastwards. 
In the last Annual Report reference was made to the Northumbrian River 
Authority having completed a feasibility study of reservoir sites which could be 
developed to provide storage for the regulation of the River Tyne, including one 
on the River Irthing north-east of Gilsland. It is understood that the Northumbrian 
River Authority have now selected a site on the River North Tyne for this purpose 
and they are proposing to apply for the necessary Order in the near future. 
(d) Local Developments 
Agreement was reached with the South Cumberland Water Board regarding 
revised conditions to apply to the Board's abstraction from Ennerdale Water. 
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Briefly these will provide an extra 3.5 mgd. for supply, an additional 3 mgd. 
compensation water (the compensation water to be discharged at the outfall of 
the lake instead of some 400 yards downstream) and a fish pass between the 
River Ehen and Ennerdale W a t e r . 
The Eden Water Board drilled a borehole at Cliburn Station and were suc-
cessful in finding the relatively soft water for which they were looking. A yield 
of 440,000 gallons per day of water of some 90 p.p.m. hardness was obtained. 
Section 9—Agreement under Section 81 and Orders under Section 82 
Section 81—None. 
Section 82—None 
Section 10—-Charges 
For the year under review the standard unit charge was 0.66d. per 1000 gallons, 
the actual rate of charge being determined by the application of the appropriate 
factors. 
Section 11—General Review of Rainfall and River Flow 
In previous Annual Reports data included in this Section has referred to 
Financial Years (April—March) but whilst it has been possible to give rainfall 
and river-level records for the period under review, delays in processing have 
resulted in the river flow data being twelve months late. 
In future, hydrological data will relate to the calendar year (January— 
December) which ends during the period under review. This Report therefore 
gives the data for 1970, with additional data for 1969. 
Rainfall 
The total rainfall- during 1970 was only slightly below the long-term average 
but individual months showed wide variations from the norm. May and June 
contained one of the driest periods since 1959, with some stations having seven 
weeks with not much more than a trace of rain, and by the 10th June the estimated 
soil moisture deficit over much of the area was 66.5 mm (2.62"). The wettest 
months were: April and November. For example the April total at Seathwaite 
was 222 per cent of the long-term average for that month and the corresponding 
figure for Carlisle Cemetery was 168 per cent. In November the total at Carlisle 
was 163 per cent of the November average and at Appleby 120 per cent of 
the average was recorded. The wettest day of the year was the 22nd April with 
the Seathwaite gauge recording 182 mm (7.15") in twenty-four hours. 
The Tables which follow show how the monthly rainfall totals recorded 
at selected stations in the Authority's area compare with the monthly averages. 
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RAINFALL AT SELECTED STATIONS JANUARY — DECEMBER, 1970 
RAINFALL AT SELECTED STATIONS JANUARY — DECEMBER, 1970 
River Flow 
The hydrographs which follow show river levels at the Authority's gauging 
stations on the River Derwent at Camerton, the River Esk at Netherby and the 
River Eden at Warwick Bridge. The daily levels plotted are the levels equivalent 
to the mean discharge for the day. River discharges are this year shown in the form 
of cumulative flow-duration curves instead of the sequential hydrographs included 
in previous Annual Reports. Because of this change curves are given for 1969 and 
for 1970, and in each case the curve for the individual year can be compared with 
one for the period of record then available. The broken lines connecting "envelope 
points" show the limits between which the curves for all the individual years in 
the period of record would lie if plotted. 
The flow-duration curves for 1969 lie generally below the average curves for 
the period of record as would be expected in view of the relatively low rainfall 
that year, but as there were no prolonged periods of drought the frequency of very 
low flows was not significantly above average. In 1970 the near average rainfall 
results in the curves lying close to the average except at the lower end where the 
effect of the drought in May and June is clearly seen. The drought was more 
severe in the West than the East and this together with the geological differences 
which lead to steeper recessions in the West, accounts for the particularly pro-
nounced effect on the Camerton curve. 
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Part IV 
LAND DRAINAGE 
Section 1—Capital Works 
(i) Grant-Aided Improvement Schemes in Progress During the Year 
(a) River Waver Part III. 
This scheme for the improvement of the channel between Waverbridge and 
Waverton, a distance of about 1.75 miles, was completed in September, 1970. How-
ever successive floods in October and November caused severe damage to the new 
channel which had been excavated across a series of meanders and to the cascades 
constructed in this channel. Some repair work was done in the early spring and 
at the end of March the design of the new channel and the cascades was being 
reviewed, with the possibility of constructing two concrete weirs in the new channel. 
The original estimated cost of the scheme was £12,176 and the expenditure to 
31st March, 1971, was £15,028. 
(b) Distington Beck. 
Distington Beck will ultimately carry the greater part of the surface water 
from the Lillyhall Industral Estate which is being developed by Cumberland 
County Council, and this scheme was prepared accordingly. The scheme allowed 
for substantial tree clearance along the downstream half of the length of channel 
where it passes through a narrow valley, and for re-grading and widening of the 
channel along the upstream half of its length. The estimated cost is £7,000 and 
the County Council has agreed to meet one half of the net cost after receipt of 
grant-aid. Work began in January, 1971, and the expenditure to 31st March, 
1971, was £4,439. 
(c) Carlisle Flood Warning Scheme. 
The Carlisle Flood Warning Scheme became operative in June, 1970. The 
total approved estimate for the scheme was £7,484 but only £3,814 of this was 
chargeable to Land Drainage Account, the balance being charged to the Water 
Resources Account. The scheme was designed to give Carlisle several hours 
warning of a major flood and this necessitated a number of instruments being 
placed strategically on the Rivers Eden, Caldew and Irthing. It is also possible 
to give Appleby some warning, and further details of the scheme are given in Part 
III of this Report. 
(ii) Future Works Approved in Principle. 
(a) River Eden Floodbanks, Carlisle. 
Preparation of this scheme has been completed and it will shortly be sub-
mitted to the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food. The scheme will provide 
a good degree of flood protection for domestic property and schools in the War-
wick Road area of Carlisle, by the construction of earth banks and concrete walls. 
The estimated cost is £58,130 and Carlisle Corporation is being recommended by 
their Finance Committee to make a contribution of one-sixth of the gross cost, 
not exceeding £10,000. It is hoped to carry out this scheme over the next two 
years commencing in August, 1971, subject to Ministry approval, 
(b) New Main River Improvements. 
Two schemes for the improvement of watercourses which have been recently 
"mained" have been prepared. These are in respect of Lancyking Beck and 
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Gamelsby Moss Beck with estimates of £3,947 and £1,992 respectively. The 
schemes will be submitted to the Ministry in April, 1971, with a view to com-
mencement during the summer. 
(c) River Eden, Appleby. 
A scheme for the alleviation of flooding at Appleby is currently in preparation. 
(d) River Wampool. 
A proposal for an extensive improvement to the lower reaches of this river 
has had to be postponed. Two temporary water level recorders have been installed 
to obtain information regarding water levels in the tidal channel. 
(e) Cockermouth Flood Warning Scheme. 
A scheme estimated to cost £4,800 for the provision and installation of 
instruments has been approved by the Authority but this has been postponed 
until the year 1972/73 for financial reasons. 
(iii) Other Matters in Relation to Grant-Aided Works. 
Because of the gradual reduction of capital expenditure over recent years and 
the present arrangements of the Ministry of Agriculture in regard to grant-aid, 
the Authority is now suffering from very low "capital expenditure allocations" 
and "ceilings for grant-aid": The provisional allocation for 1971/72 is only £20,000 
and it is hoped that the Ministry will be able to increase this allocation in order 
that urgent work can be carried out. 
Section 2—Maintenance, 
(a) North Western Area 
River Wampool 
Dredging of the channel by dragline excavator continued throughout the year 
on the length between Wampool and Gamelsby. Weed cutting, repair of surface 
drains and general bank and channel maintenance was done during the year. 
River Waver. 
Dredging of the channel by dragline excavator began in May opposite Kelsick 
and continued until November when work was terminated near Lessonhall. Gravel 
shoals were removed from the length between Waverbrdge and Watergates in 
November, following floods during October. Bank slips were removed at Lesson-
hall in January. 
Crummock Beck, Holme Dub and Langrigg Beck 
This small main river system with a total length of about 12 miles received 
considerable attention during the year. Various lengths were dredged, new revet-
ment was installed and normal weed cutting was carried out. 
General 
This was the first year that about 34 miles of streams which were previously 
internal watercourses received attention as "main rivers" having been "mained" 
in March, 1970. These watercourses, together with about 50 miles of other "main 
rivers" were maintained as usual. The work included cleaning by hand or 
machine, as appropriate, the installation and repair of revetment, weed cutting 
and maintenance of sea outfalls. Two tractor-mounted full-circle slew diggers, 
tractor-mounted flail mowers, tractors, drag-line excavators and hired tractor 
shovels and J.C.B. excavators were used. 
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(b) Central Area 
River Derwent 
The excavation of large gravel shoals from the channel between Low Stock 
Bridge and upstream of High Stock Bridge began in May and continued until 
November. A large erosion in the left bank "upstream of Low Stock Bridge was 
filled with quarry stone. 
St. Johns Beck 
Repairs to bank revetment which commenced in the previous year near Low 
Bridgend Farm continued intermittently and were completed in September. In 
November the left bank was breached near Bramcrag. Repairs began immediately 
using stone-filled gabious, and work continued during the winter on the recon-
struction of the banks downstream. 
River Glenderamackin 
A very large erosion in the right bank which was threatening the floodbank 
immediately downstream of Townfield Bridge, Threlkeld was repaired with timber 
revetment and stone in April. Extensive repairs to the left bank downstream 
of Guardhouse Bridge were carried out during the summer. Again timber 
revetment and stone were used. Gravel accumulations were removed from the 
vicinity of the Mill Bridge, Threlkeld and brush cleared and banks repaired. 
Chapel Beck 
This new "main river" had become almost completely choked with accumu-
lated gravel. A hired J.C.B. excavator was used to clear the gravel during June 
and July. 
(c) South Western Area 
General 
Eskmeals Beck was cleaned by dragline excavator during October and Novem-
ber. The usual annual cleaning and general maintenance was carried out on the 
following watercourses:— Millergill, River Annas, River Mite, River Bleng, Pow 
Beck (St. Bees), River. Keekle and River Irt. 
(d) Eastern Area 
River Eden 
Work began in September and continued intermittently, on the construction 
of a number of gabion groynes in both banks about 0.5 mile upstream of Bolton 
Mill. This work was associated with the removal of large gravel shoals and the 
deposition of the spoil between the groynes with the object of safeguarding the 
right floodbank. 
General 
General maintenance of the channels and banks of the following water-
courses has been carried out during the year:— River Petteril, River Caldew, 
River Lyvennet, Trout Beck, Crooks Beck, Brunstock Beck, Coupland Beck, 
Goldrill Beck, Colby Beck and Swindale Beck. 
The work has consisted of timber and stone revetment, removal of derelict 
trees and gravel shoals, weed-cutting. 
Section 3—Work in Internal Drainage Districts Administered by the Authority. 
1. Waver and Wampool I.D.D. 
The total length of scheduled watercourses of 90 miles was reduced by about 
30 miles when the latter were made "main river" in March, 1970. Some reduction 
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in the mantenance allocation was, therefore, possible but it was also possible 
to give many lengths of watercourse better attention than they had previously 
received. All of the 60 miles were cleaned during the year and banks repaired 
and channels locally regraded where necessary. 
Whiteholme Sough Improvement Scheme, near Kirkbride, estimated cost 
£3,310, commenced in June and was completed in October at a total cost of £3,026. 
2. Allonby Bay and River Ellen I.D.D. 
The total length of scheduled watercourses in this district was reduced to 3 
miles when 3.5 miles were made "main river" in March, 1970. The usual cleaning 
of the watercourses was carried out during the year. 
3. Upper Derwent and River Marron I.D.D. 
All the scheduled watercourses in these two districts were made "main river" 
in March, 1970. Application was made to the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries 
and Food to abolish both districts and a decision was awaited at the end of the 
year under review 
4. Brunstock Beck I.D.D. 
Whitrigg Sough, the only scheduled watercourse in this district, was cleaned 
as usual. 
Section 4—Floods 
The only floods of any significance in the whole area occurred in the Rivers 
Waver and Wampool in October and November when the recently completed 
improvement works on the Waver near Waverton were damaged. 
Section 5—Drainage Charges 
The Authority has not levied a drainage charge under the Land Drainage 
Act, 1961, and the Agriculture (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 1968. Further 
action towards collecting information for this purpose continued. 
Section 6—Statutory Scheme for Internal Drainage Boards 
The Authority prepared Schemes under Section 4 (1) (b) of the Land Drainage 
Act, 1930 for the abolition of the Upper Derwent Internal Drainage District and 
the River Marron Internal Drainage District and submitted them to the Ministry 
of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food for confirmation. 
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Part V 
FISHERIES 
L GENERAL REPORT ON SALMON, TROUT AND FRESHWATER 
FISHERIES 
1. Salmon and Sea Trout 
(a) River Eden District 
Angling Season: 
Salmon 15th January to 14th October. 
Sea Trout 1st April to 14th October 
The total of 723 salmon taken on rod and line is a marked improvement and 
also a very welcome one over the totals for the previous two years. It, however, 
is still well below the figures normally obtained prior to 1967. The increase this 
year is mainly made up of greater catches of spring fish taken in January, Feb-
ruary and March. 
The catches by nets and fixed engines fell this year to 1,411 compared with 
2,455 for 1969. This decrease is due to a sharp fall in the catches in July and 
August which fell very markedly compared with these monthly totals for last 
year. 
The average weight of salmon taken by rod and line has fallen slightly to 
11.82 lb. and is in fact the lowest figure for 20 years. For the salmon caught by 
nets and fixed engines the average weight has risen this year to 9.31 lb. compared 
with 8.80 lb. for 1969. This increase is due to the greater proportion of spring 
fish in the total. 
During the first ten days of January rivers were low and frozen over in many 
places. A thaw at the end of this period brought the rivers to flood level and 
these had cleared and dropped to normal levels by the opening of the salmon 
season. 
On the opening day, 15th January, conditions were fairly good for fishing 
and 14 salmon were taken from the Warwick, Wetheral and Armathwaite areas. 
There were further rises in river levels during the second half of January and 
this fresh water brought salmon into the river. It also moved fish well up river 
and before the end of the month salmon were seen at Eden Lacey. When water 
conditions were suitable during this period, salmon fishing was good and fish 
were reported taken from all beats from Carlisle to Eden Lacy. 
Levels rose again at the beginning of February and more fish came in from 
the Solway. During the next fortnight they were low and fishing was quieter. 
They rose to flood height in the middle of the month but soon dropped and for 
the remainder of the month were at or slightly above normal level. Fishing, with 
the fresh water, improved in the middle reaches but was rather slow in the Carlisle 
area. 
Rivers rose slightly at the beginning of March and with more water fishing in 
the lower reaches improved. On 1st March, 11 salmon were reported taken from 
the Carlisle Angling Association water, 
The level of the river soon dropped and it remained low until the middle of 
the month when another small rise took place. A good run of fish moved into 
the river on this rise and anglers in the Carlisle area had the best sport, fishing 
higher up river being fairly quiet. During the remainder of March there were 
several more small rises in water which brought further runs of spring fish into 
the river. During this period fishing generally was good and salmon were reported 
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taken at Eden Lacy and Glassonby and there were reports of salmon being seen 
at Eamont Foot. 
Rivers were high at the beginning of April but soon dropped. While the 
freshwater lasted good runs of fish moved into the river and were seen moving 
upstream. Salmon fishing was, however, rather slow. 
Unsettled water conditions persisted from the middle to very nearly the end 
of April. Fishing was rather restricted due to fluctuating water levels but odd 
fish were reported taken from most beats. At the end of April conditions became 
more settled and fishing improved. 
From the beginning of May the level of rivers started dropping and this con-
tinued throughout May and for the first ten days or so of June. Throughout 
this period, whilst the river was carrying a good stock of salmon, the low water 
severely hampered fishing. A rise of about a foot then occurred but with rivers 
falling quickly again did little to improve the fishing. This fresh water did, however, 
bring the first run of sea trout into the Eden, and they provided welcome sport 
to anglers in the Carlisle area. * Low water conditions continued until the end 
of June. 
It was not until the beginning of July that there was any significant improve-
ment. When this occurred sport was better, sea trout were taken in the lower 
Eden and there were a number of salmon taken from the river up to Wetheral. 
The fresh water also brought the first runs of grilse into the river. Conditions 
remained fairly good for the first ten days of July and during this period the main 
runs of herling were seen coming into the lower Eden. The level of the Eden 
remained fair for the next week but tributaries started to drop. Conditions im-
proved during -the next week. With the river running a little above normal 
grilse and sea trout moved on in larger numbers. Fishing in the Carlisle area 
was good with herling, sea trout and grilse also being taken. Salmon fishing further 
upstream also improved with salmon being taken from Wetheral, Armathwaite 
and Eden Lacy areas. 
For the next week of July the rivers were rather unsettled and fishing was a 
little quieter. The fresh water moved further runs of salmon, grilse and sea trout 
from the estuary into the river. 
During the first week of August conditions became more settled and sport 
improved. Salmon and grilse and sea trout being taken from the Carlisle area 
and salmon and grilse from most beats up river to Eden Lacy and Langwathby. 
Throughout the second week of August rivers continued to drop. Salmon 
fishing was restricted to odd fish taken in the lower reaches and sea trout and 
herling were taken in smaller numbers. 
During the second half of August rivers generally were running a little above 
average with several small floods during this period. The rise in water improved 
fishing, the best catches being taken in the lower reaches below Warwick Bridge, 
sea trout and herling providing very good sport. The freshwater also brought runs 
of fish into the river and enabled them to move well upstream. 
River levels remained above average for the first two weeks of September 
with several good rises of water. During this time sport was quite good, the fish 
in the main being taken from the lower reaches. Sea trout were reported to have 
been caught in larger numbers. 
Levels fell during the third week in September but salmon and sea trout were 
still caught in the Carlisle area. During the last week of the month levels were 
generally unsettled and fishing was rather quiet. This extra water started fish 
moving towards the spawning areas and salmon were observed well up in the 
Lowther and Eamont and in the Eden in the region of Appleby. 
During the first two weeks of October rivers were running rather high and 
discoloured. Salmon fishing was rather quieter and sea trout fishing fell off. A 
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sea trout of 9.75 lb. was taken at Carlisle during the second week of October. This 
was most probably the heaviest sea trout taken for some years on the Eden. 
With the rather poor angling conditions the season finished quietly. 
During the third week of the month levels dropped but rose again for the 
last week. This freshwater moved salmon onto the spawning grounds. Levels 
remained a little above average during the first half of November, for the second 
half of the month and at the beginning of December levels were well up. Fish 
were therefore able to move onto the spawning grounds and spawn. This high 
water hampered the observation of spawning activities and doubtless flattened 
many redds. Rivers were running fresh until the end of December and late 
spawners were observed spawning in the main river. 
(b) River Esk (Border) District 
Angling Season: 
Salmon 1st February to 31st October 
Sea Trout 1st April to 30th September 
This year's total of 123 salmon taken by rod and line is practically identical 
with last year's total of 122 and maintains the improvement over 1968's figure of 
83. There has been a drop in the average weight of the fish caught this year to 
9.25 lbs., last year the average weight was 9.92 lb. There has been a marked fall 
in the number of fish taken by draft net this season to 3. This is most probably 
due to a decrease in fishing activitiy with the net. 
At the end of January a small run of spring fish came into the river. On 
the opening day of the season, while water levels were good, cold blustery weather 
was against fishing and no fish were reported taken. However, during the first 
week of the season weather conditions improved and seven fish were taken from 
beats in the lower Esk. The best of these, a fish of 27 lb., was taken from the 
Willow Pool. 
River levels were low by the end of the third week of February but warmer 
weather during the iast week of the month brought fresh water from melting snow 
into the rivers. A few salmon were taken while the water was up but as it dropped 
fishing fell off and catches were very limited. 
During the first three weeks of March rivers were very low and only the 
occasional fish was grassed from the lower Esk and Liddel. 
At the end of March there several rises in water level. While conditions for 
fishing were better few fish were taken. 
There was a good rise in levels at the beginning of May and this, coupled 
with warmer weather, brought an improvement in angling. This freshwater also 
brought fish into the Esk and moved fish already in the river well upstream. From 
the end of the first week of May until the third week in June river levels were low. 
Salmon fishing during this period was very quiet. However, night fishing for sea 
trout improved during the period and good sport was reported by anglers fishing 
the lower Liddel and the Esk. 
Fresh water towards the end of June was sufficient to bring salmon and sea 
trout in from the estuary. There were further rises of water during the first two 
weeks of July and these brought more runs of migratory fish into the rivers. 
Salmon fishing was rather patchy but generally good during this period due 
of fructuating river levels. Some good catches of sea trout were reported at times. 
On one day sixty sea trout were taken from the Willow Pool by anglers spinning 
on a rising water. 
For the next ten days or so river levels fell and conditions became more. 
settled. Fishing generally improved and good catches were reported from most 
beats of the middle and lower reaches of the Esk and Liddel. 
On the 23rd July rivers were in full flood and conditions continued to be 
unsettled until nearly the end of the month. Catches during this period declined, 
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For the last few days of July conditions improved and sport was very much better, 
especially sea trout fishing. 
The freshwater during the second half of July brought large runs of salmon, 
sea trout and herling into the rivers and allowed fish to move well upstream and 
when the water cleared it was seen that the Esk and Liddell were well stocked 
with migratory fish. 
For the first two weeks of August river levels fell and by the end of this time 
were very low indeed. Fishing was consequently poor except at night when sea trout 
continued to give quite fair sport. 
The river then came down in flood and remained high for sevefal days. Angling 
was much improved and good catches of salmon, sea trout and herling were taken 
from nearly all the beats on both the Esk and Liddel. One angler fishing on the 
Esk was reported to have had 7 salmon, 17 sea trout and nearly 40 herling. This 
flood naturally brought more migratory fish into the rivers. 
Until the end of August rivers were generally low although some small rises 
occurred which improved conditions periodically. Fishing was rather poor except 
when there was fresh water. 
By the end of August fish were well distributed throughout the rivers and the 
numbers of fish seen were, perhaps, a little above average for the last few years. 
By this time sea trout were beginning to move into the tributaries in the upper 
reaches prior to moving onto the spawning grounds. 
Low water levels continued into the beginning of September and rivers were 
at drought levels. On the 9th they rose to flood level and when the rivers cleared 
fishing was good after a quiet period. 
This rise in water brought further good runs of fish into the rivers. During 
the next week or so angling conditions and catches were reported to be good. 
Rivers rose again on the 17th but soon dropped and river levels quickly fell to 
almost summer level. With the low water fishing was very slow and only the odd 
salmon and sea trout were taken. Rivers continued to be on the low side until 
the end of September. 
At this time sea trout were observed to be moving into the upper reaches in 
greater numbers. Salmon were also observed well up river. 
During the first week of October river levels fluctuated. With the fresh water 
fishing improved. Fresh runs of autumn salmon were observed moving into the 
lower Esk at this time. The fresh water also moved the sea trout onto the spawning 
grounds. 
Low water conditions occurred during the third week of October and fishing 
was rather poor. Rivers then rose and remained above normal level until the end 
of October. With settled conditions fishing was quite good and the season 
finished on a pleasing note. 
On the 27th October a Carlisle angler landed a 37 lb. fish from the Cauldron 
Pool on the Esk. This fish, a cock, 44 inches long, is certainly one of the largest 
fish taken from the Esk in recent years. 
With rivers running above normal level the main runs of sea trout moved onto 
the spawning grounds and at about the same time the first salmon were seen to 
start spawning. Water levels remained above normal for the first half of November 
and fish were able to move onto the spawning grounds unhindered. By the middle 
of November the great majority of sea trout had spawned and salmon spawning 
was also well under way. 
There were runs of autumn fish moving into the Esk during the whole of the 
second half of October and the first half of November and these fish were able 
to move freely upstream. 
The level of rivers remained high enough until the end of the spawning season 
for fish to move onto the spawning grounds and by the end of November spawning 
except for late running fish was virtually completed. 
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(c) River Ellen District 
Angling Season: 
Salmon 1st April to 31st October 
Sea Trout 3rd April to 31st October 
The number of salmon taken by rod and line this season was 47, a marked 
improvement over last year's figure of seven. 
Salmon were observed moving into the River Ellen in small numbers at the 
end of April. In spite of low water levels more fish moved into the river during 
the second half of May. During the first week of June the river was down to a 
very low level and fish were unable to ascend into the river. These conditions 
prevailed until nearly the end of June and throughout this period fish were con-
gregated in the river mouth. Fishing was at a standstill due to water conditions. 
Fresh water at the end of June improved maters and fish were able to get 
into the river and salmon and sea trout were reported taken by anglers. During 
July there were several slight rises in water and these brought further runs of 
migratory fish in from the sea and improved conditions for anglers. 
The river was low during the first half of August and few fish were taken 
though odd fish were reported coming into the river. For the second half of 
August the river was running a little above normal for most of the time, and 
there were also several spates. The fresh water enabled fish to move into the 
river with only a minimum of waiting and also allowed fish to move upstream. 
Fishing was, during this period, quite good and salmon and sea trout were taken 
in larger numbers than previously. 
The river was running at normal level during the first week of September. 
It rose in the second week and remained up until nearly the end of the month. 
The fresh water brought more runs of migratory fish in and also improved the 
angling. During this period quite large numbers of salmon and sea trout were 
seen moving in the river and when the water dropped at the end of September the 
fish were well distributed in the river. 
Water levels rose again at the beginning of October and remained high and 
coloured for a week. While the river was up fishing was good and there was a 
steady movement into and in the river. 
Throughout the second and third weeks of October the river was at normal 
level. Fishing was generally slow and few anglers were seen on the river. At 
the start of the last week of October the river was a little below normal level 
but it rose and was in high flood for the last few days of the month. Fishing was 
a little better than had been the case earlier in the month. The fresh water 
enabled fish to move upstream and onto the spawning areas. 
River levels were on the high side during the first half of November. Fish 
moved unhindered onto the spawning beds and by the middle of the month were 
observed spawning in the Uldale, Ireby and Bolton Gate areas. 
(d) River Derwent District 
Angling Season: 
Salmon 1st April to 31st October 
Sea Trout 3rd April to 31st October 
This year's total of 725 salmon taken by rod and line is a very great improve-
ment on last year's total of 497 and is made up of improved catches during July 
and August. There was a slight drop in the number of fish taken by the nets and 
fixed engines to 369 for this year compared with 382 for last season. 
Rivers were running above normal level during the first week of March and a 
few early salmon moved into the river. For the remainder of the month rivers 
were at normal level and a few more early fish moved in. 
Rivers were a little above normal level at the beginning of April and continued 
in this condition until nearly the end of the month. Only one fish was reported 
taken on the opening day of the salmon season. Cold weather and the small 
number of fish in the river deterred many anglers from fishing. 
During the first three weeks of May rivers in the area were a little below 
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normal level and few fish moved into the Derwent. During the last week of May 
and nearly the whole of June rivers were low. Consequently few fish were taken 
and virtually no fish came into the river. 
An improvement was seen at the beginning of July and for the first week good 
numbers of migratory fish were seen moving into the Derwent and over Yearl Weir. 
Fishing in the lower Derwent improved immensely and both salmon and sea 
trout were taken as far upstream as Cockermouth. 
Rivers remained fresh for the second week of July. With this water fish 
were moving well. Fishing continued to improve and salmon were taken from most 
beats up to Ouse Bridge. Salmon were also reported in the Greta and three were 
taken there during the week. Also a few sea trout moved into the lower reaches 
of the River Cocker. 
While river levels dropped during the third week further runs of fish moved 
into the lower Derwent. Angling was quite good with salmon and sea trout being 
taken from the middle and lower reaches. Conditions remained fair during the 
last week of July and catches were reported to be quite reasonable. 
On the 24th and 25th July large numbers of salmon were seen moving in the 
lower Greta and 11 and 13 salmon were taken on these two days. Salmon were 
also seen in the lower reaches of the Glenderamackin at the end of July. 
River levels then dropped and remained low for the first two weeks of August. 
Salmon fishing fell off quickly and though sea trout continued to give some sport, 
by the middle of the month fishing was very quiet. 
During the second half of August conditions improved and while rivers were 
running only a little above normal level angling catches were very much better. 
More runs of migratory fish moved into the Derwent during this period. At the 
end of August large numbers of salmon were seen moving in the Greta and by the 
beginning of September fish were well up the Glenderamackin and also in St. 
John's Beck. Fish were, however, late in moving into the Cocker and few fish 
were to be seen in this river. 
Rivers continued to be a little above normal at the beginning of September 
then rose and remained well up until well on in the month. During the first two 
weeks fishing was quite good especially in the Keswick, Portinscale and Threlkeld 
areas on the Greta. Thirty six fish were taken in the third week of September in 
these regions. 
While levels fell during the last week of September they remained sufficiently 
high to provide good angling conditions. Catches were, however, rather disap-
pointing and fish were taken mainly from the middle reaches of the Derwent. 
Levels rose again at the start of October and catches generally were much 
improved, though the middle stretch of the Derwent was best. This fresh water 
brought good runs of autumn salmon into the main river. River levels then 
slowly fell and by the middle of the month were at about normal height. Fishing 
was rather quiet but some clean fresh run fish were taken. 
Levels continued to fall during the third week and fishing was poor. Rivers 
rose at the beginning of the fourth week of October and remained high for a 
fortnight. With fresh water fishing improved during the last week of the season 
and fish were taken on the Derwent below Ouse Bridge and from the Greta. 
This fresh water brought a large number of fish into the Cocker which up 
to then had had few fish. Rivers generally continued to run above normal levels 
throughout November and by the middle of the month fish were moving onto the 
spawning grounds. By the end of November spawning was well underway. The 
tributaries of the River Greta, St. John's Beck, Naddle Beck and the Glendera-
mackin were found to be holding very good stocks of salmon. 
(e) South West Cumberland District 
Angling Season: 
Salmon 1st April to 31st October 
Sea Trout 3rd April to 31st October 
By the middle of May small numbers of sea trout and salmon were observed 
moving in the estuaries. Though a few sea trout moved into the Calder and Irt 
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during the latter half of May and early June the majority of fish did not come 
in until the start of the last week of June, when heavy rain brought fresh water 
into all the rivers in the area. Rivers continued to run fresh for the last week 
of June and more runs of fish moved in. Levels were low during the first week 
of July but rose again and levels fluctuated throughout most of July. 
With sufficient water to bring fish in from the estuaries and provide good 
angling conditions fair catches were reported from most rivers. 
By the end of July rivers were holding quite reasonable stock of fish, the 
Irt and Esk having by far the most fish in them. 
At the beginning of August levels dropped and remained low during the first 
half of the month. Fishing during this period was very quiet though a few fish 
continued to be caught in the Irt. 
Rivers were a little unsettled during the third week of August with small 
rises in level which though not improving angling to any great extent did bring 
runs of salmon and sea trout into most rivers. The last week of August saw 
levels failing and by the end of the month they were well below normal. 
During the first two weeks of September conditions were improved with the 
rivers running well above normal level. With fresh water further runs of migratory 
fish moved into the rivers. Angling was also improved but high winds hampered 
casting. 
At the beginning of the third week of September levels fell though they 
remained a little above normal. During the last week of the month the level of 
the Ehen fell but other rivers had very unsettled conditions. While this fresh 
water moved more fish into the rivers conditions were far from ideal for fishing. 
The levels of all rivers were high during the the first week of October. 
Though few fish were taken from the Calder other rivers produced quite good 
catches, especially the Irt which was holding the biggest stocks of fish. 
In the second week of October levels dropped but were still a little above 
normal level. Fishing was, however, rather quiet. Levels continued to drop 
during the third week and fishing throughout the area was poor. 
For the last week of October rivers were running high and fishing picked 
up and the season finished on a pleasing note. 
During the season the Irt and Esk had the best stocks of fish and produced 
the best catches. The Annas had a moderate number of fish and fished reasonably 
well. Fishing on the Ehen and especially on the Calder was reported to be 
disappointing. 
While at the end of the season the Ehen had a good stock of fish the bulk 
of these were late moving into the river and anglers had little chance to fish for 
them before the season closed. The Calder appears to have had relatively few 
salmon or sea trout this year. 
Water levels were good generally during November and fish were able to 
move onto the spawning grounds and by the end of November spawning was well 
under way in all rivers. 
Returns of Salmon Caught in different rivers in South West Cumberland 
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2. Brown Trout 
Brown trout fishing has in general been about average during the year. The 
warm weather during parts of the summer brought good hatches of fly on the 
rivers and lakes. Low water conditions at times restricted trout fishing on rivers. 
The fish were difficult to approach under these conditions and fishing was at these 
times best carried out either in the early morning or at dusk. 
The Lakes, particularly Bassenthwaite, Derwentwater and Crummock Water 
yielded some good sized fish in the 3—5 lb. range. 
3. Freshwater Fish 
Licences to fish for freshwater fish are not issued by the Authority. The 
Authority encourages the removal of coarse fish from the rivers in the area which 
are primarily game fish rivers. For this reason, many riparian owners allow 
visiting anglers to fish their waters for this purpose. 
The restrictions of the movement of live fish out of the Area under the 
Diseases of Fish Act are still in force. This has meant that again this year 
angling clubs who fished in the areas for coarse fish were unable to remove the 
fish they caught to their own water in other areas. 
4. Fish Disease 
Ulcerative Dermal Necrosis (U.D.N.) has been found to be infecting migratory 
fish and brown trout in all the rivers in the Area. 
As in past years the outbreak has in the main been more extensive during 
the Spring and Autumn. Salmon and sea trout have been the species affected 
in the largest numbers, brown trout and other species of fish have been affected 
to a much lesser degree. 
The outbreak of the "eye flook" Diplostomum spatheceum has been found 
to be still affecting brown trout in the upper reaches of the River Irthing in the 
Spadeadam Forest area. So far there have been no indications of this disease 
spreading further afield or into other rivers. 
5. Fish Hatchery 
The sea trout and salmon brought back to the Hatchery were treated with 
Malachite Green, as in previous years, to prevent the growth of fungus associated 
with U.D.N. As a result mortalities amongst fish in the holding ponds were kept 
to a minimum. 
(i) Salmon 
A total of 72 hen and 70 cock fish obtained from the River Lowther and 4 
hen fish from the Glenderamackin were stripped this year. The average weight 
of the hen fish was 11.75 lb. for those obtained from the Lowther and 5.75 lb. 
for those from the Glenderamackin; these yielded approximately 645,000 and 
18,500 ova respectively. 
(ii) Sea Trout 
A total of 241 hen and 301 cock fish were obtained for stripping. These 
fish were obtained from Hermitage Water, Ewes Water and Wauchope Water. 
The average weight of the hen fish was 2 lb. and these yielded approximately 
313,000 ova. 
During the incubation and hatching of the ova trouble was encountered with 
silting problems on the ova. This may have been responsible for a loss of some 
25,000 salmon ova which occurred in one trough, and was not surprising con-
sidering the number of times the ova had to be washed free of silt. 
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Due to the generally mild weather this winter hatching of the ova occurred 
much earlier than is usual and the sea trout fry were put out at the beginning 
of March. 
It is worth noting this year the increased interest shown by school children 
and the general public in the Authority's Hatchery. During the latter part of 
the year some 500 children visited the Hatchery on school visits. It is thought 
that this increased interest is due to the Authority's exhibition at the Cumberland 
Show last July. 
The following is a summary of the plantings of fry undertaken and intended 
from the hatchery since 1960. 
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Assistance was given to the Keswick, Cockermouth and Egremont Angling 
Associations, who operate their own hatcheries, in the catching of fish for 
stripping and also in the distribution of fry. 
As yet no final decision has been made on a site for the Authority's Hatchery 
to replace Holmwrangle. A number of sites are under consideration. 
6. Fisheries Protection 
The following full time staff were employed during the year:— 
Fishery Officer 
Deputy Fishery Officer 
Biologist 
Inspector 
1 Senior Head Bailiff 
2 Head Bailiffs 
12 Water Bailiffs 
4 Student Water Bailiffs (part time) 
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During conditions of low water poaching on some rivers continued to give 
the bailiffs a great amount of extra work. The Authority wishes to record its 
appreciation of the services given by the Chief Constable and Officers of the 
Cumbria Constabulary and by the Honorary Bailiffs. 
7. Licence Duties 
In April, 1970 the Authority approved recommendations that all existing 
licence duties (except juveniles) be revoked and that the following new duties be 
made:— 
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The authority also agreed, for the purpose of enabling the introduction of 
licence duties for fishing with rod and line for coarse fish, that application be 
made to the Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food for an Order under 
Section 65 of the Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries Act, 1923. Objections were 
lodged with the Minister and the matter had not been determined at the end of 
the year. 
II. ESTIMATED NUMBER AND GROSS WEIGHT OF SALMON 
CAUGHT DURING THE SEASON 
(a) With Nets and Fixed Engines 
(b) With Rod and Line 
Total number of salmon licences issued 
Number of returns received 
Returns showing fish taken 
"Nil" Returns 
No. 
1,836 
1,943 
4,722 
1,180 
512 
668 
Weight lb. 
15,931 
18,116 
III. LICENCES ISSUED 
Salmon Trout and Char 
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River Derwent District 
(a) Instruments other than rod 
3 7 
River Ellen District 
1 Fishing with an unlicenced in-
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V. ASSESSED FISHERIES 
(a) Total Annual Value —£611 10 Od. 
(b) Rate in the £ imposed — Nil. 
VII. FISHERIES RESEARCH 
(a) Scale Reading 
The investigations into the composition of salmon runs in various rivers were 
continued and the following is a short account of the results obtained. 
(i) River Eden 
As in previous years the majority of scales returned by anglers of fish taken 
by rod and line were from spring run fish. As a result of this it was only possible 
to study the composition of the spring run fish in detail. 
This year there was an increase in the number of small spring fish from 
27.4% for 1969 to 40.4%. There was of course a corresponding decrease in the 
percentage of large spring fish from 72.6% for 1969 to 59.6% for 1970. 
The average weight of small spring fish increased this year to 8.9 lb. from 
8.6 lb. for last season. There was also an increase in the average weight of the 
large spring fish from 15.7 lb. to 15.8 lb. 
With the co-operation of the netting interests in the lower Eden it was 
possible to study the composition of the summer fish runs. 
From examination of the scales and weights of samples of fish taken in the 
draft nets it was possible to build up a good picture of the weight composition 
of the summer runs in terms of grilse and other classes of fish. 
The run was found to be composed of 70,5% grilse, 8.8% 2 year fish, 
17.7% 2+ year fish and 2.3% 3 year fish, i.e. of the fish entering the river 
during the summer approximately 80% are grilse and 20% fish that had spent 
2+ years at sea. 
The weight of grilse was found to range from 3 lb. to 11 lb. and the 2+ fish 
from 10 lb. to 20 lb. The average weights of the two groups being 7.08 lb. and 
13.97 lb. respectively. 
(ii) River Derwent 
Scales were obtained this year off salmon taken by anglers fishing the River 
Derwent. Since the River Derwent is in the main a summer salmon river the 
great majority of scales were from summer running fish. It is worth noting, 
however, that 4.5% of the scales sent in by anglers were in fact from spring 
running fish. 
Of the two classes of summer fish, grilse and 2 + year fish, 76.4 % were 
grilse and 23.6% fish that had spent 2+ years at sea. The weight of grilse 
from 4 lb. to 10 lb. and 2+ fish from 7 lb. to 15 lb. The average weights of the 
two classes being 6.35 lb. and 11.88 lb. 
(iii) Border Esk. 
This year insufficient numbers of scales were sent in by anglers of fish 
caught in the Border Esk for any study of the composition of the runs to be 
made. 
The Authority wishes to thank all the anglers who co-operated in this work 
by sending scales from salmon taken on the Rivers Eden, Derwent and Border 
Esk. It is intended to continue this work in following years and anglers are asked 
to help in this work. While the number of sets of scales received this year 
increased, more are still needed if the full picture of salmon runs is to be built up. 
The Authority also wishes to record its thanks to the owners of the netting 
interests on the lower Eden with whose co-operation it was possible to obtain 
scale from salmon taken on the Eden during the summer. 
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(b) Fish Population Surveys 
A number of surveys into fish populations were carried out during the year. 
This work was concerned with investigations in connection with pollution, and 
the possible long term effects of land drainage works on fisheries. 
(c) Disease 
Further studies were made of the outbreak of the "eye fluke", Diplostomum 
spatheceum, in the upper reaches of the River Irthing. 
The organism responsible for this disease was isolated and identified and 
the incidence of infection of the snail, Limnea pereger, was also investigated. 
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Appendix 1 
RETURNS OF SALMON CAUGHT 
(a) River Eden District 
(i) Rod and Line SALMON 
(a) River Eden District 
(ii) Nets and Fixed Engines 
Returns of Salmon Caught — Continued 
SALMON 
(Exclusive of Haaf Nets up to and including 1955 
Returns of Salmon Caught — Continued 
(b) River Esk (Border) District (to Scottish Border only) 
(i) Rod and Line SALMON 
Returns of Salmon Caught — Continued 
(b) River Esk (Border) District (to Scottish Border only) 
(ii) Nets and Fixed Engines SALMON 
(c) River Derwent District 
(1) Rod and Line 
Returns of Salmon Caught 
SALMON 
Continued 
(d) South West Cumberland District 
(i) Rod and Line 
Returns of Salmon Caught—Continued 
SALMON 
Diagram Showing:— 
Running five year average of combined Salmon catches for each district. 
A. River Eden District (Rods, nets and fixed engines). 
B. River Derwent District (Rods, nets and fixed engines). 
C. South West Cumberland (Rods and fixed engines). 
D. Border Esk (Rods only) 
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Part VI 
PREVENTION OF POLLUTION 
Section 1. Quality of Water 
(1) Water quality has continued to be satisfactory in the majority of rivers 
in the Authority's area, and there are no significant changes to be reported in the 
main river systems. A number of minor watercourses suffered temporary pollution 
as a result of discharges of contaminated drainage, sometimes containing oil. 
(2) Routine sampling of major rivers was carried out at quarterly intervals 
at 31 selected non-tidal stations, and details of the sampling points together with 
maximum, minimum and mean results of analysis are incorporated in the Appendix 
pages 52 — 55. 
Section 2. Standards Applied to Effluents. 
The following chemical standards are used by the Authority in assessing 
the quality of effluents discharged to non-tidal waters, but it is emphasised that 
variations may be introduced in the light of local circumstances including cases 
where dilution is shown to be critical. 
1. Sewage Effluents 
(a) Works providing full primary and secondary treatment. 
(i) Solids in suspension, dried at 1.05°C, shall not exceed 30 parts per 
million, (milligrams per litre) 
(ii) Biochemical oxygen demand, 5 days at 20°C, shall not exceed 20 
parts per million, (milligrams per litre). 
(b) Stormwater tanks at sewage works. 
Solids in suspension, dried at 105°C, shall not exeeed 100 parts per 
million, milligrams per litre). Additionally it is usual to require 
that a specific volume of sewage (often expressed as a multiple of 
the dry weather flow) shall pass for full treatment prior to any 
discharge being made. 
(c) Septic tank and filter installations. 
(i) Solids in suspension, dried at 105°C, shall not exceed 60 parts per 
million, (milligrams per litre) 
(ii) Biochemical oxygen demand, 5 days at 20°C, shall not exceed 40 
parts per million, (milligrams per litre) 
2. Trade Effluents 
Effluent quality is assessed in the light of local circumstances and in con-
sideration of the manufacturing process involved. It is usual to limit some or all 
of the following: 
pH value (usually within the 5 to 9 range) temperature, solids in suspension, 
permanganate value (4 hours), biochemical oxygen demand and toxic substances 
Where appropriate it is also required that oil or grease shall not be present. 
Section 3. Samples and Analysis of Effluents 
The following table gives particulars of the number of effluent samples 
analysed and the classification in accordance with the standards quoted in Section 
2, together with comparative numbers for the previous two years. 
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The samples not classified were taken at intermediate stages of treatment 
in order to provide information in connection with treatment efficiency. 
In addition 488 samples of river water were analysed together with 21 samples 
of a miscellaneous nature, giving a total of 1,000 during the year compared with 
609 and 923 in 1969-70 and 1968-69 respectively. 
Section 4. Sewage and Trade Effluents 
Forty applications for consent for new outlets and new discharges under 
Section 7 of the Rivers (Prevention of Pollution) Act, 1951, were received, and 
have been dealt with as follows:— 
Towards the end of the period under review, the position regarding the 
proposed new Aspatria Sewage Works of the Wigton Rural District Council was 
again modified. The revised estimate of cost of the works, which were intended 
to deal with the town's sewage together with large volumes of trade effluent 
from a Milk Marketing Board cheese creamery, had escalated to such an extent 
as to be unacceptable to the Milk Marketing Board. The Board therefore decided 
to withdraw from the scheme and prepare a separate scheme to deal only with 
trade effluent. 
The decision of the Government to disband the Carlisle and District State 
Management Scheme has meant that the trade effluent treatment scheme proposed 
ior the Carlisle Brewery has been abandoned. 
Section 5. Remedial Action 
The following list outlines the position at the end of the period under review 
of the more important schemes of sewerage and sewage disposal in the Authority's 
area:— 
Appleby Borough Council: 
Appleby Sewage Works. ... Scheme for extensions submitted to 
Council. 
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Section 6. Statistics Relating to Pollution Control 
Table 1. Discharges into Streams requiring consent under Section 7 of the 
1951 Act. 
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Table 2. Discharges into Tidal Waters requiring consent under Section 7 of 
the 1951 Act as extended by Section 1 of the 1960 Act. 
Table 4. Discharges to underground strata requiring consent under Section 72 
of the 1963 Act. 
No consents were granted or refused during the year. 
Section 7. Research. 
No research has been undertaken during the past 12 month. 
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RESULTS OF CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF RIVER WATERS — APRIL, 1970 to MARCH, 1971 
Chemical Results in mg/l 



Part VII 
OTHER GENERAL INFORMATION 
Section 1—Recreational Facilities 
The Authority does not own or manage any reservoir or lake and has not 
provided or made available any recreational facilities on inland waters. The area 
provides widespread facilities for all forms of water-based recreation and sailing, 
boating, angling, water-ski-ing, canoeing and swimming are extensively enjoyed 
by many thousands of people from all over the country. Even in an area which 
has so much water for these activities some conflict of interest does arise and the 
pressures on available water are likely to increase with the completion of the 
M.6 Motorway through Cumberland and Westmorland. 
Section 2—Reconstruction of the Authority. 
The Authority was reconstituted as from 1st November, 1970 and the 
Authority wishes to record its appreciation of the services rendered by those 
Members who were not re-appointed, some of whom had been Members of the 
Authority and the former River Board from as long ago as 1951. 
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Part VIII 
INFORMATION ABOUT EXPENDITURE AND INCOME 
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Part VIII. Information about 
Statement of Income and Expenditure on Loan and 
Table 
Water 
58 
Expenditure and Income 
Revenue Accounts — Year ended 31st March, 1971. 
1 
Resources 
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Statement of Income and Expenditure oil 
TABLE I— 
6 0 
Loan and Revenue Accounts—Continued 
—Continued 
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Part VIII: Information about Expenditure 
Statement of Income and Expenditure on Loan 
TABLE 
62 
and Income (other than for Water Resources) 
and Revenue Accounts—Year ended 31st March, 1971 
2 
63 
Statement of Income and Expenditure on 
TABLE 2 
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Loan and Revenue Accounts—Continued 
—Continued 
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Statement of Income and Expenditure on 
TABLE 2 
66 
Loan and Revenue Accounts—Continued 
—Continued 
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Statement of Income and Expenditure on 
TABLE 2 
Loan and Revenue Accounts—Continued 
—Continued 
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Statement of Income and Expenditure on 
TABLE 2 
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Loan and Revenue Accounts—Continued 
—Continued 
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Statement of Income and Expenditure OIL 
TABLE 2 
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Loan and Revenue Accounts—Continued 
—Continued 
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Statement of Income and Expenditure on 
TABLE 2 
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Loan and Revenue Accounts—Continued 
—Continued 
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Statement of Income and Expenditure on 
TABLE 2 
Loan and Revenue Accounts—Continued 
—Continued 
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Statement of Income and Expenditure on 
TABLE 2 
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Loan and Revenue Accounts—Continued 
—Continued 
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Table 3 
WATER RESOURCES 
Particulars of Transactions during the year in respect of Capital Works 
Table 4 
Particulars of Transactions during the year in respect of Capital Works 
(Other than for Water Resources) 
Particulars of Transactions during the year in respect of Capital Works—continued 
(Other than for Water Resources) 
Table 4—Continued 
Table 5 
Precept on (a) Councils of Counties and County Boroughs and 
(b) Internal Drainage Boards 
Table 7 
Loan Statement 
CUMBERLAND RIVER AUTHORITY NET EXPENDITURE AND PRECEPTS 

